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Design and AC Modeling of a Bipolar GNR-h-BN
RTD With Enhanced Tunneling Properties and

High Robustness to Edge Defects
Mahdi Khoshbaten and Seyed Ebrahim Hosseini

Abstract— This paper proposes a robust to defects and
short length device (RDSLD), a newly in-plane resonant tun-
neling diode (RTD), and its ac-modeling with the minimum
length of 3 nm. The proposed structure has robust perfor-
mance in the presence of defects. It also has a high degree
of flexibility in tuning electronic specifications. By using
bipolar doping and a special h-boron nitride barrier pattern,
these unique features are obtained. The simulation results
verify that the proposed structure has the potential for
replacing conventional RTD diodes. Such that the peak-to-
valley ratio (PVR) and the maximum current of 4500, 450 nA
for perfect bowtie and 3.45, 1256 nA for rhombic barrier
shape structure are obtained, respectively. Also, negative
differential resistance (NDR) is observed in all of the struc-
tures with vacancy and impurity defects. The effect of the
geometrical parameters on the charge transmission of the
device is another issue that is addressed in this paper. Fur-
thermore, the analytical and numerical capacitance model
parameters are presented.

Index Terms— Circuit modeling, bipolar doping, boron
nitride (BN), graphene, resonant tunneling diodes (RTDs),
robust to defects.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE negative differential resistance (NDR) effect in
the current–voltage characteristics of resonant tunneling

diode (RTD) devices makes it possible for us to use them
in a variety of applications, including oscillators, amplifiers,
multi logic gates, and switching circuits [1]–[3]. Within the
next few years, fundamental physical limits will restrict
the downscaling of integrated circuits. Thus, researchers
are looking for alternative materials based on the semicon-
ductor technology roadmap [4]. Meanwhile, graphene has
attracted the attention of many researchers due to its popular
electronic and mechanical properties [5]–[9]. On the other
hand, it suffers from extreme sensitivity to defects [10],
lack of a bandgap [11], band structure variations ver-
sus geometric changes, and strong interaction with the
substrate [12].
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Several works have been done on graphene RTDs as
reported in the literature. In [13], different structures of modu-
lated armchair graphene nano-ribbon (AGNR)-RTDs are con-
structed by introducing hexagonal antidotes, hexagonal boron
nitride (BN) doping atoms and their combination in the middle
of pristine AGNRs. A new platform of AGNR-based RTD
using the effects of the strain is one of the other studies [14].
In [15], step-like zigzag graphene nanoribbons (ZGNRs) with
different step widths are designed. The device performance of
graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) RTDs with different shapes and
dimensions has been addressed in [16]–[19].

In all of the above mentioned and similar stud-
ies [1], [20]–[25], the maximum current value in microam-
peres multiplied by peak-to-valley ratio (PVR) which is
referred to as Current-PVR product (CP) is usually much less
than unity. This property states that there is always a tradeoff
between PVR and maximum current value, and a balance
between them should be somehow established. For the first
time in this paper, CP values greater than one are achieved
in all of the proposed platforms. Furthermore, the proposed
structures that are referred to as robust to defects and
short length device (RDSLD) have superior features such as:
1) robustness to edge and vacancy defects and adsorbed
impurity; 2) fixed bias position of maximum current; 3) great
PVR and CP values; 4) high current density; 5) low-power
dissipation; and 6) stable operation for the device length range
of about 3 to 20 nm.

It should be mentioned that nanometer-scale GNR synthesis
and direct merging of graphene and h-BN into in-plane
graphene/h-BN hybrids with well-controlled shape and size
of doping domains have been experimentally realized
by [26]–[35].

This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the four
proposed structures are described in detail. In Section III,
the parameters of the ac equivalent circuit are determined.
In Section IV, the results of I–V curve simulations and the
effects of defects and geometrical parameters on the perfor-
mance of the devices are presented. Conclusions are finally
drawn in Section V.

II. PROPOSED DEVICES

Fig. 1 shows the four proposed structures for RTDs. All of
the structures consist of a thin barrier and two positive and
negative heavily doped (n-two [36] and p-two pole) regions
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Fig. 1. Proposed basic structures with (a) flat, (b) imperfect bowtie, (c) rhombic, and (d) perfect bowtie barrier. Substrate and electrode regions
(that are shown in a) are eliminated for simplicity. The impurity density is about 4 × 1017 cm−2. “Index” definition is denoted with numbers on the
right side of b.

of the same length. Device names are chosen based on their
barrier shapes. It should be noted that all of the proposed struc-
tures have SiO2 substrates and Ti/Au electrodes [Fig. 1(a)],
which are not included in the figures for the sake of simplicity.
Moreover, the dangling bonds of graphene are passivated by
hydrogen or BN [27], which are ignored in this research study
in order to avoid unnecessary complexity.

The graphene layer can be synthesized such that the sub-
strate does not have a significant influence on the electronic
properties of the device. It can be achieved using embedded
h-BN trenches [27], quasi-free-standing graphene [37] or
transfer of graphene after synthesis.

Significantly reducing the dimensionality in n+ p+ junction
expands the depletion width [38]. Thus, a thin barrier (h-BN)
is required, along with two-pole regions, to represent the NDR
effect. This platform reduces the length of the structure to at
least 3 and 1.2 nm in the normal direction. Bipolar doping
also plays a crucial role in reducing the structure’s sensitivity
to defects, as discussed in more detail in the next section.

On the other hand, the bandgap of Graphitic n- and p-doped
10-GNR are calculated with values of 0.81 and 0.8 eV with
1017 cm−2 doping density, respectively. The results are in
agreement with the previous studies [39]. Adding impurities
causes three opposing effects: 1) improved charge tunnel-
ing because of the increased electron density; 2) reduced
mobility (μ) due to the charged-impurity scattering [40];

and 3) causes graphene to act like a degenerate semiconductor
as well as pseudo-metal material. Moreover, recent theoretical
and experimental results have shown that charged impurities
of graphene and its substrate have a vital role in the transport
properties of graphene near the Dirac point [40]–[42]. Simul-
taneously, considering these parameters for a comprehensive
survey of the proposed devices is essential.

Fig. 2 shows |�|2 or electron density in the proposed
structures. Fig. 2 shows the availability of the energy states
for charge transfer in all of the transport directions in both
imperfect bowtie and rhombic barrier shaped structures. This
difference, when compared with the previous studies, has led
to an improvement in the maximum current value. In this
regard, the barrier shape is the determinant parameter on the
transmission of charges through the device.

Therefore, in the thinner GNRs, it is better to have a
rhombic barrier shape to obtain high Ion current. In this
situation, the edge energy states have a dominant contribution
to the charge transport that results in charge transmission being
more affected by the edge defects. In contrast, the thicker ones
(widths greater than 20 nm) should have a Bowtie barrier shape
to eliminate edge states and minimize IOFF current.

From a different point of view, in the real space, doping
atoms affect the charge pathway in such a way that it absorbs
the charge to its spatial location. Atom-to-atom probability
of charge transport (transmission pathway) which splits the
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Fig. 2. Counter image of the intrinsic (without applied bias) spatial
electron density of the proposed structures in hue-saturation-value color
map with maximum density of 0.62 × 1015 cm−2. Charged carrier
transmission path and the effects of BN impurity are observable. (a) Flat.
(b) Imperfect Bowtie. (c) Rhombic.

Fig. 3. Transmission pathways of the proposed structures that sum
up to form the transmission coefficient. (a) Flat. (b) Imperfect Bowtie.
(c) Rhombic.

transmission coefficient into local bond contributions (1) is
shown in Fig. 3

T (E, V ) =
∑

m,n

Tmn(E, V ) (1)

where Tmn is the local transmission between all pairs of
atoms m and n [43]. As shown in the right-hand side of the
doped region of the flat barrier structure [Fig. 3(a)], impurities
cause charge accumulation around them that we refer to as
“Charge-Localization.”

As the last point, in a rhombic (Imp. Bowtie) bar-
rier shaped device, the constant value of Hbarrier/Hstructure
(HTransmission/Hstructure) should be less than 0.7 (0.3). Other-
wise, the total transmission would degrade [Fig. 3(c)].

III. DEVICE CURRENT AND CAPACITANCE MODELING

In this paper, a semiquanum mode based on the analytical
model is used. This model is developed based on T-FET
operation mechanism. Considering the transverse “mode” (M)
of the current transport and transmission coefficient (T ) for the
p+ n+ channel to conduct charge carriers through the device,
conductance of the channel as defined based on the Landauer
expression is as follows [44]:

G(E) = 2q2

h
M(E)T GNR

WKB-modified(E) (2)

where

M(E) = W
2|E |

π(�υF )
(3)

q and νF≈108·cm·s−1 are the electron charge and the
Fermi velocity, respectively. Also, h and � are the Planck
and the reduced Planck fundamental constants, respectively.
W represents the width of the GNR and the energy range for
calculating transverse modes is denoted by |E |. The number of
conducting channels at energy E is proportional to the width of
the conductor. Considering the anode and cathode Fermi–Dirac
statistics and the channel conductance expressed in Landauer
formalism, the current can be calculated as follows:

Id =
∫

d E G(E) ( f A(E) − fK (E)). (4)

The modified transmission probability is proposed based
on [1], [45], [46] and the fact that the electron wave degrades
exponentially in the barrier region versus the barrier thickness

T GNR
WKB-mo dified = α exp

(
− π E2

G

4q�υF F

)
exp(−2κ) (5)

where α is the normalization factor and EG is the GNR
bandgap. F is the electric field at the GNR-barrier junction
and it is obtained from the trend proposed by Lu et al. [47].
The decay constant κ is related to the barrier material and its
thickness (dbarrier)

κ =
∫

dbarrier

dx
√

2m∗
BN(U(x) − E)/�. (6)

In the flat barrier structure, (U(x)–E) or the barrier
height (�b) is a constant value of 1.5 eV and the effective
electron mass of (6) for h-BN is as follows, reported in [48]:

m∗
BN = EG,h−BN

2υ2
F

≈ cons. (7)

Substituting the above equations along with the proposed
modified transmission probability (5) in (4) results in an
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Fig. 4. Proposed modeling of the device capacitances.

expression for Id (8). Finally, Id is obtained (TH: Threshold)
as follows [45], [46]:

Id = α(Vd )4q3W

π(�2υF )
×exp

(
− π E2

G

4q�υF F

)
×exp(−√

2m∗�b/�)

(8)

where F = (EGNR + qVd − qVTH)/2	(	 is p- and n-doped
region widths [46]) and α(Vd ) = −VT (−VTH){ln(1 +
exp((−VTH/VT ))) − ln(1 + exp((VTH − Vd/VT ))) −
((πVT )2/12)}

In (8), it is assumed that the thermionic contribution to
current is negligible (Vd >>KT/q(VT)). Moreover, VTH is
empirically fit to the values of 0.65, 0.6, and 0.8 V for
flat, bowtie, and rhombic barrier shape structures, respec-
tively [Fig. 8].

Fig. 4 is suggested here in order to obtain VCH in (11) and
then the device capacitance in order to validate the simulations
that have been carried out. In Fig. 4, V (x) is the voltage drop
due to both anode-to-cathode bias voltage and substrate charge
paddling. Moreover, CQ is the quantum capacitance in the
GNR. CBack can be calculated as follows:

C L/R
Back ≈ εA

d
= εrε0.L

L/R
Ex (N − 1)(

√
3)/2

dSubstrate
. (9)

In (9), LEx and N are the length of the doped region and
structure index, respectively. In the SiO2 substrate, εr is 3.9.
Charge density and net charge are evaluated as follows [49]:

QCH ≈ qW
1

EAV

Vd∫

0

(
β

q
|VC H |VC H + ndoping + nPuddle)dv

EAV ≈ 1(
(|Qnet|+qnpuddle)μ∗W

Id
+ μ

υSAT

) (10)

where npuddle is the residual charge density and � represents
the spatial inhomogeneity of the electrostatic potential

npuddle = �2

π�2υ2
F

(11)

Qnet(x) ≈ q

(
− q2

π(�υF )2
|VCH(x)| VCH(x)

)

υSAT = ω
√

π
( |Qnet(x)|

q + npuddle

) . (12)

TABLE I
CAPACITANCE AND RESISTANCES OF THE

FOUR PROPOSED STRUCTURES

Fig. 5. CQ capacitance versus Vd for different barrier shapes computed
from numerical approach and analytical solution. We have assumed
μ = 7000 V·cm−2 ·s−1, Δ = 65 meV, hω/2π = 56 meV, εr = 3.9
and Nd = 1 × 1017cm−2.

By applying Kirchhoff’s law to the circuit shown in Fig. 4,
an expression for VCH is obtained as follows:

(CQ)(VCH(x) − V (x)) − β|VCH(x)|VCH(x)

+ q(NNitride(x) − PBoron(x)) = 0

β = q3

π(�υF )2 . (13)

Here, we assume that the first band has a dominant contribu-
tion to the charge transmission properties because other bands
are completely distinct and separated from the conduction
(valence) bands. Ballistic resistance of the electrodes per unit
width then may be obtained from (15) [50]

RElectrode = (π/2)(h/q2)
√

�υF/q|FBarrier| (14)

where FBarrier is the electric field in the junction of p (n) doped
region and barrier.

The simulation results for the capacitors of the four pro-
posed structures within the NDR region (Vbias = 0.65 V)
which are calculated by derivatives of the stored charges
(|δQCH/δV|) versus RTD bias potential are presented
in Table I [Fig. 5]. Also, device resistances are obtained from
the equation [−(�Vpeak − �Vvalley)/(�Ipeak − �Ivalley)].

Table I indicates that the “Rhombic Barrier” structure has a
lower quantum capacitor value than the other three proposed
structures. This smaller capacitor is due to the: 1) faster
discharge of electrons between the two poles because of
the dominant edge energy states in the charge transport and
2) minor electron trap in the ribbon due to the lack of a
complete separator between the two poles.

From the circuit point of view, higher values of resistance
can result in unstable operation. In this regard, the rhom-
bic barrier structure has the best results. However, at the
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Fig. 6. (a)–(c) LDoS along with conduction and valence bands versus the
structure length at 300 K. (d) Total transmission probability. This diagram
is obtained by summing energy states of the LDoS (E, z, x) along with
the length of the device [LDoSx (E, z)].

same time, this structure has more sensitivity to defect than
other proposed devices due to its dominant edge energy states
in the charge transport that shall be discussed further in the
next section.

IV. RESULTS

The local density of states (LDoS) of the proposed structures
indicating the energy levels is shown in Fig. 6(a)–(c). Also,
the total transmission spectrum is shown in Fig. 6(d). A total
transmission peak depicts available energy levels in the charge
transport direction. Furthermore, the existence of transmission
probability near the Fermi level represents the Klein tunneling

Fig. 7. Current–voltage curves of the flat barrier structure for different
widths corresponding to 8–13 indexes. The same colors denote the same
GNR class (3n, 3n + 2).

effect that is observable in Fig. 6. Klein tunneling is eliminated
when U0 is greater than the EG,P(N) that is in accordance
with the previous studies [51]. However, more doping den-
sity results in an increased Klein tunneling probability. The
summary of the values is reported in Table II.

Flat barrier structure I–V curves corresponding to the total
transmission spectrum for different widths corresponding to
8–13 indices are shown in Fig. 7. As shown in Fig. 7, changing
the device width, which usually has a severe effect on the GNR
bandgap, slightly affects the maximum current bias position.
Furthermore, the 3.5× enhancement of the peak current value
due to the 3-Å width increase is obtained.

The structure index should be larger than a specific number
in order to achieve high stable PVRs since the bandgap
variations versus width are lower in wider GNRs. Based on
the simulation results, the minimum recommended index is 13.
Therefore, from hereafter, all the simulations are evaluated
with this condition [Fig. 7].

From another point of view, Fig. 7 shows that the current
originates from two sources (which results in two NDR
curves): 1) the current due to the edge energy states and 2) the
current generated by free inner energy states of the impurity
atoms and the structural defects.

The edge energy states (the first source) are not useful
because device characteristics show a high sensitivity to edge
defects, which is described further. Therefore, this contribution
must be eliminated, and then it is expected that the NDR bias
position does not depend on the width of the structure. This
idea, of course, results in decreasing the maximum current
value which results in PVR degradation. To overcome this
problem, the two Bowtie and Flat structures and also a com-
bination of them can be used. Since the number of –C–B and
C–N bonds is identical in the BN-edges structure, they make
the same number of positive and negative charge carriers in the
two sides of the device. This charge separation in the normal
charge transport direction creates a transverse electric field.
The transverse electric field with neutralization of the opposite
charge carriers reduces electronic transport [29].

As the length of the structure increases, we expect that the
peak current bias position does not change and it only affects
the current values. The simulation results depict that increasing
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TABLE II
ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF THE PROPOSED STRUCTURES VERSUS 8, 11, AND 13 INDEXES OF FLAT BARRIER AND INDEX

OF 13 FOR THE OTHER ONES. HERE, POWER CONSUMPTION IS CALCULATED IN THE CURRENT VALLEY BIAS POINT

Fig. 8. (a) Current–voltage curves for the three proposed structures
(index = 15). (b) PVR versus index for the proposed structures.

the length of the BN barrier region reduces the probability of
tunneling of the electron-wave (6), which significantly reduces
the valley current and also somewhat reduces the peak current.

In the last survey, Fig. 9 shows some of the device con-
figurations that are considered to verify the robustness of
the proposed devices to essential types of defects. However,
edge vacancy defects are the most critical defects in the
structures below 60-nm width [52]. In the reported results,
such defects can cause severe degradation of performance of
the devices, which generally eliminate the NDR in the I–V
characteristic [15], [53]. This degradation mainly comes from
potential fluctuation in the GNR bandgap.

Green’s function trend of [54] is used. Also, tight binding
onsite and hopping (bonding) parameters are used from [55].
The presence of such an off-plane displacement of atoms
(resulting from the optimization process [56]) and defects
affect the hopping integral elements. Assuming that the
perturbative potential smoothly evolves on the range of
one atomic orbital, [57] used a Hückel formulation using
electrostatic summation method to describe the influence of
these distortions on the nondiagonal Hamiltonian elements
using electrostatic correction.

Fig. 9. Three different structural defects that were surveyed.

Fig. 10. I–V diagram with the presence of edge vacancy defects.

Applying the edge defects which are considered as the
worst defects, only the maximum current degradation due to
increased scattering is observed as shown in Fig. 10. Yet,
NDR is observable. However, impurity introduces a random
voltage fluctuation in the graphene layer, which causes a
shift of the Dirac point and finally results in increased con-
ductivity. At high carrier densities, such charged impurities
act as scattering sources which reduce the mobility of the
intrinsic graphene to a limited value [58]. As mentioned
earlier, the impurity atoms result in reduced dependence of the
charge transport on the edge energy states. Besides, Fig. 10
shows that all the defect types have two NDRs with some bias
differences between them. This difference depends on the kind
of defects.
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TABLE III
EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF DEFECTS ON THE MIN/MAX CURRENT RATIO. NUMBERS

ARE IN THE FORM OF IWITH DEFECTS /IWITHOUT DEFECTS IN %

TABLE IV
SUMMARY OF SIMULATION RESULTS FOR THE FOUR PROPOSED STRUCTURE AND OTHER WORKS IN THE LITERATURE

Furthermore, defects generally increase Klein tunneling.
The results of applying two types of defects (vacancy and
doping) in the inner or the edge of both p (n) doped and the
barrier regions for the four proposed structures are summarized
in Table III.

This comprehensive table is obtained by averaging the
results of 350 simulation runs from the different geometries
of defect positions. Also, Table IV provides a comparison
between the results of the new proposed structures and other
papers reported in the literature.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new bipolar structure that we have called
RDSLD is proposed that includes Flat, Perfect and Imper-
fect Bowtie and Rhombic barrier shaped structures that have
several outstanding features. Notably, the proposed structures
are robust to a few types of defects (impurity and vacancy)
and also have high values of PVR and CP. Furthermore,
a comprehensive survey on the ac model and the effects of
the geometrical parameters on the transmission probability of
charged carriers is conducted.

In this paper, a PVR of about 400 has been reached with
3-nm ribbon length, which is far better than the traditional
structures presented in the literature. Moreover, the results
prove that the presence of defects does not eliminate the
NDR property and only degrades the maximum current value.

According to the results, the new device can be a basis for the
development of practical devices based on graphene.
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